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1. (Introduction) The purpose of this paper is to prove that the Poincare 
Series of a Local Ring is rational provided that certain conditions are satisfied 
on the Koszul complex. These conditions are satisfied for example if the 
ring is a complete intersection or if the Koszul complex has trivial Massey 
operations. The methods I have used are new and leave considerable room 
for improvement. It is likely that a sharpening of these methods will eliminate 
some, if not all, of the conditions that I require in this paper. 
Section (2) is introductory in character and indicates the outline of the 
proof. In Sections (3) and (4) I state the conditions that I need on the Koszul 
complex. Section (5) contains the proof of the main theorem of the paper. 
In Section (6) I give some examples and work out the Poincare Series of some 
rings whose rationality had not been previously known. The notation is as in 
Shamash [3]. 
2. Notation. Let E be a graded free R-module such that Ei = 0 for 
i < 1 and i > n + I, and dim(Ei) = ci-r for 1 < i < n + 1. Let _T(E) 
denote the tensor algebra of E. Let uri,..., uiiWl be a base for Ei and let 
Ti-l , Tie1 , be elements of Ki-l whose images in the homology complex 
fo:m”a tale for Hi-r(X). An element of X @ _T(E) of the form 
x = x1 @ ... @ X, where for all i, xi is some ukj will be called a L7-basic 
element, and n will be called its weight. An element of &‘” fj$ r(E) of 
the form x1 @ ... @ X, , where x1 is a homogeneous element of X and for 
2 < i < n, xi is some ukj, will be called a K-basic element and its weight is 
defined to be n. Every homogeneous element z of X @ j(E) of degree j 
can clearly be written as a linear sum of basic elements of degree j. However, 
b-cause of the definition of K-basic elements z can be written in many ways 
as a linear sum of basic elements with non-zero coefficients. But among all 
such ways of writing z choose the one with the fewest number of terms and 
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with the property that the coefficients of the K-basic elements are 1. There 
is clearly one and only one such. It will be called the canonical factorization 
of z into basic elements. Suppose then that z = xi=, rk.sk is its canonical 
factorization. We define the weight of .s to be max{weight(z,)},,,,, . In the 
set (z~}~=~,~ let {??c>e=,,, be the largest subset each of whose elements has 
weight equal to the weight of Z. Let {F~}~=~,~ be the corresponding coefficients 
in the canonical factorization of Z. Then z = x:=1 f&C will be called the 
heavy part of z. Finally, for i > 0 let Ri denote the free R-module of 
X @ _T(E) of degree i. 
THEOREM 1. We can de$ne a dzflerentiation di : Ri -+ Ri-l for all 
i > 0 such that 
. . . -----) Ri .wd4, Ri-1 -+ . . . -+ Rl -d! RO .L, k 
is a resolution for &. 
Proof. We assume by induction that for all j < i, d has been defined on 
Ri such that the following properties are satisfied: 
1) If x is an element of A? then di(x) is just the differentiation on the 
Koszul complex. 
2) If x is some ukj, d(x) = TL-‘. 
3) If x = xi @ ... @ x, is a U-basic element then 
d(x) = d(x, @ ... 0 x,-~) @ x, + y(xl 0 ... 0 x,) 
with the waight of y(xi @ ... @ x,) < n. 
4) If x = x1 @ ... @ x, is a K-basic element, then 
d(x)=d(x,)@x,@~..@~,+(-l)~~~“~x~@d(x&.+x,). 
Remark 1. It is an immediate consequence of (3) that if x is U-basic, 
d(x) = d(x,) @ xa @ ... @ x, + some element of weight < n. 
Remark 2. Suppose x is K-basic. Define 
y(x) = (-l)deaZl x1 @ r(xa @ *** @ x,). 
Then d(x) clearly equals d(x, @ .e* @ x,-r) @ x, + y(x). Suppose now that 
z is any element of Rj and suppose that x:=1 rkzk is its canonical factorization. 
We then define y(z) = xi=, r&z,). 
Before we define di+l we observe the following lemmas which are 
consequences of the inductive hypotheses: 
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LEMMA 1. If x is a homogeneous element of X @ T(E) and x is a 
homogeneous element of the Kosxul complex such that deg(x @ z) < i, then 
d(x @z) = d(x) @x + (-l)deazx @ dx. 
Proof. By linearity we can assume that z =x1 @ ... @ x, is a basic element. 
If xi is not an element of the Koszul complex, then letting 
x’ -x2@..*@xn, 
d(x @ z) = d(x @ x1) @ z’ + (-l)deg(eOEl) (x @ xi) @ dx’ 
=dx@x,@~‘+(-l)~~~~x@dx~@z’ 
-+ ( -l)degz+degzl (x @ xi) @ dz’ 
LEMMA 2. If x=x1@-.. @ x, is a basic element then d(x) = d(x,) @I 
x2 @ ... @ x, plus some element of weight < n. 
Proof. If x is U-basic then lemma (2) is just Remark (1). If x is K-basic 
then the lemma follows from hyp. (4) and the case that x is U-basic. 
LEMMA 3. Let z be a cycle in Rj of weight n, and let z = &, r{~zd 
be its heavy part. Assume that r6 is a unit for all /. Then for all e, if 
.Zc = xlc @ .*. @ xnc, xlc is a cycle in X. 
Proof. By lemma (2), d(z) = &=, d(x,l) @ X! @ *.. @ x,{ plus some 
term of smaller weight. Thus if z is a cycle, Ci=, d(x,{) @ x2{ @ ... @ x,,{ = 0 
which clearly implies that for all 1 < G < t, xrE is in .X and is a cycle. 
LEMMA 4. For j < i, suppose that z in Rj is of weight n. Then we can$nd 
a w E Rj+l of weight n + 1 such that z - dw has weight < n and the heavy 
part of z - dw has units for coefficients. 
Proof. Suppose z = &r ~~2~ and suppose that or ,..., fU are non-units 
but that fU,+r ,..., F~ are units. Now since r;, E m for all 1 < k < u, we can find 
Fk E K1 such that dl(fJ = F~ . Define w = ~~=r Fk @ JZ~ . It is clear then that 
either x - dw has weight < n, or else the coefficients of its heavy part are 
non-units. In the first case we continue the process until the desired result 
is obtained. 
LEMMA 5. For j < i, suppose that z is a cycle in Rj of weight n. Then zf the 
coeficients of z are all units we can find an element w in Rj+l of weight n such 
that z - dw has weight < n. If the coe$&%rzts of .% contain non-units, we can 
find an element w in Rj+l of weight n + 1 such that z - dw has weight < n. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4 we can assume that the coefficients of f are all units. 
Then Lemma 5 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2 and 3. 
Remark. Lemma 5 clearly implies that d is exact at Rj for j < i. 
We can now return to the definition of d’ %fl and it clearly suffices to define 
it on basic elements so that hypotheses (3-5) are satisfied. If x is a K-basic 
element we define d(x) to satisfy hypothesis (4) and then by inductive 
hypothesis (5) and Lemma 1 it clearly follows that didi+’ = 0. Suppose 
then that x = xi @ ... @ x, is U-basic and we can clearly assume that 
n > 2. Then from inductive hypotheses (3) and (5) and Remarks 2 and 1 
preceding Lemma 1 we have that 
where z is an element of weight < n - 1. Thus by inductive hypothesis (3) 
and Remark 2, d(d(x, @ ... @ x,-i) @ x,) either has weight < n - 2 or 
its heavy part is T1 @ y(x2 @ ... @ xJ. Now if d(d(x, @ .*. @ x,-J @ x,) 
has weight < n - 2, we can by Lemma (5) find a y(x, @ ... @ x,) in R” 
of weight < n - 1 such that 
d(y(x, @ ... @ x,J) = -d(d(x, @I ..a @ x,-~) @ x,). 
Defining then d(x, @ ... @ x,) = d(x, @ ... @ UT,-,) @ x, + y(xl ,..., x,) 
inductive hypotheses (3) and (5) will clearly be satisfied. Otherwise 
d(d(x, @) ... @ x,-i) @ x,) - d(x, @ y(xa @ .*. @ x,)) has weight < 1z - 2. 
Then since xi @ y(x2 @ *.* @ x,) has weight < n - I we can satisfy 
hypothesis (3) and (5) as above by applying Lemma 5. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Given any resolution of a module M, I wish now to describe a method for 
obtaining a minimal resolution. Let R be a local ring and Man R-module. Let 
. . . Ri !?+ Ri-1 + . . . + R” 2 M be any resolution of M. For any i > 0, 
consider the map Eti+l : (Ri+l/gzRi+l) -+ RilmRi. Let f j+l,..., f t:A be elements 
of Ri+l/mRif’ which form a base for a supplement to the kernel of $+I. 
Let Fi+l-denote the free direct summand of Ri+l spanned by f~“,...,f$~~j . 
Then d(Fi+l) is a free direct summand of Ri. We denote this module by Hi. 
For i > 1, it is clear that Fi C-J Hi is trivial and that Fi @ Hi is a free direct 
summand of R” and we define l? = Ri/(Fi @ Hi). We define i@ = RQIHO. 
di induces a map ~8 of fi + I?-1 and E induces a map z of l? to M. 
pnorQsr.rroN 1. . . . p+1 E?+ p + . . . --f I? L M is a minimal reso- 
h&on for M. 
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Pyoof. It is clear that &8+l = 0 and EGO = 0. For i 3 1 suppose that 
2 E Bi is such that &(x) = 0. Let x be an element of Ri whose image in 
Bi is x”. Then d<(x) = y + z with y E Hi-l and z EF~-‘. Since &-r(Hi-1) = 
&-Vi(Fi) = 0, and since di-1 is isomorphic on Fi-1 we have that z = 0. Let 
y’ E Fi be such that &(y’) = y. Then di(x - y’) = 0 so there exists z E Rifl 
such that d(z) = x - y. Then if 2 denotes the image of z in @+I, d(Z) = x” 
which completes the proof of exactness. The minimality of the resolution is 
clear. 
COROLLARY 1. TorRi(M, k) < dim(Ri). 
COROLLARY 2. (Serre) P,(k) < [(I + a)“/1 - E~X~ - ... - ~,a~+~]. The 
inequality is on each coefficient. 
Proof. Corollary 2 follows immediately from Corollary 1 and Theorem 1. 
Remark 1. The above result of Serre is unpublished. Golod [l] asserts 
that it was proved using spectral sequences. 
Remark 2. I conjectured in Shamash [3] that a minimal resolution for k 
can be given a structure of an associative algebra isomorphic to X @ r(E)/@ 
where _a is a finitely generated ideal. By using Theorem 1 and the above 
proposition the conjecture reduces to choosing the Fi so that the module 
Ciao Fi @ Hi is a finitely generated ideal of Y @ T(E). Let Fi and Hi 
denote the images of Fi and Hi in X @ _T(E)/m(Z @ r(E)) = X @ T(E). 
A somewhat simpler problem is to choose the Fi so that C,,,P @ P 
a finitely generated ideal _a of X @ T(E). It is clear that 
i&f’ @ _T(E)/_a) = P,(k). Th us finding the ideal a would prove the 
rationality of b. This is what I propose to do in this paper given certain 
conditions on the Koszul complex. These conditions will be stated in the 
next two sections. 
3. Notation. Let 6Z be an alternating graded algebra over the field &. 
We assume that QP is of finite dimension 01~ for all i and that (Ye = 0 for i < 0 
and i > n. Let B be any base of Gi! consisting of homogeneous elements. Then 
B is a finite set consisting of say Y elements. Let cr be an isomorphism from 
the set of integers {l,..., Y} to B subject to the property that for 
i < i deg(o,) < deg(oj). Then (T defines an ordering on B. We denote o(i) by 
6, . Let B* denote the set of all sequences (bsl ,..., bsa) with b,< E B and with 
the properties that a < n and for all i, 1 < i < a - 1, si < si+r . B* is thus 
a finite set. If x = (bsl ,..., ZJ,~) and y = (btl ,..., &) are two elements of B*, 
we will set x < y provided either (1) there exists an integer i such that 
bsi < bti and for all j < i 6,, = bti , or, (2) a < c and b, = b,, for all i, 1 
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1 < i < a. This defines a total linear ordering on B*. If x = (bsl ,..., b,.) E B*, 
we define u*(x) = bs’, @ ... @ b,* E GZ 
PROPOSITION 2. There exists a subset B = {bl ,..., br} of B* such that 
(1) +*(Q,..., a*(&)} forms a base of CT. 
(2) bi < hi+, for all i, 1 <i<Y 
(3) If B’ = (bl’,..., 6,‘) is another subset of B* having properties (1) 
and (2), then b,’ 2 6,) for all i, 1 <i<r. 
Proof. We define B as follows: 6r = b, and by induction supposing that 
6 r ,..., sj have been defined we define b,+i to be the smallest element of B* 
such that a*(&+r) is not contained in the subspace of GZ generated by 
u*m,..., u*(Q = (u*(6,),..., a*(&)). Suppose now that B’ is another subset 
of B* having properties (1) and (2). It is clear that 6r < b,‘. Suppose by 
induction that we have shown that bj < bi’ for all j, 1 <j < i. Then if 
(u*(Q ,..., u*(Siel)) = (u*(b,‘) ,..., a*(b:-,)) we have by the definition of B 
that hi < bi’. If on the other hand (u*(&),..., u*(&r)) # (u*(b,‘),..., u*(b;-,)) 
then for some j, 1 < j < i - 1, bi’ E (6, ,..., 6,-i) so that SC < bj’ < bi’. 
Remark. It is easily seen that among all subsets of B* whose image 
under U* form a base of O& B is characterized by the property that for every 
x E B, if u*(x) is contained in the subspace (u*(yr),..., a*(~,)) where 
yjEB*forallj,l <j<m,thenforsomei,l <i<m,x<yi. 
Notation. Let b, EB and x = (bsl ,..., b,,) E B*. We will write b, * x 
to be (bzl ,..., b,$< , 6, , b,i+l ,..., b,,) where i is the largest integer such that 
01 > si . Thus u(ba * x) = &b, @ U(X). We set deg(x) = deg(bal) + **. 
+ Deb,.). 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that (bsI ,..., b,.) is an element of B, then for all j, 
1 <j < a, PSI ,--, bsjel , b,j+l ,-., b,,), denoted by xf, is also an element of B. 
Proof. We observe first the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6. Let b E B and let x and y be elements of B* such that 
deg(x) = deg(y). Then ifx < y, b*x < b*y. 
Proof. Suppose that x = (bil ,..., bi,) and y = (bjI ,..., b,,). Let LY be the 
largest integer such that b > bia . Suppose first we have for all k < 01 
bik = bik. Then since x < y and deg(x) = deg(y), 01 # m. Furthermore 
b < bie+l G b3.u+1 . Thus b * x < b * y follows from x < y. Suppose then 
thatforsomek~olwehavethatbjk>bil,.Thenifb~biL.b*x<b*y 
easily follows from x < y. Whereas if b < bi,, , then b * x < b * y follows 
from b > bia > bik . 
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This proves the lemma. To now prove the proposition, suppose that gE is 
not an element of i?. Then there exist elements y1 ,...,yn EB* such that 
o*(x~) E (u*(y&.., u*(y,)) and xj > yi for all i, 1 < i < n. Now 
cr*(bi. * xj) = U*(X) is clearly contained in (u*(bi, * y&..,, a*(bil * yn)). 
Furthermore by the above lemma we have for ali k, 1 < k < m, that 
x = hip * x3^ > bij *yk and this contradicts the fact that u*(x) was assumed 
to be in B. This completes the proof of Proposition 3. 
DEFINITION. 0! will be called excellent if there exists a base B of Q! such 
that for any x = (bil ,..., bi,) E B* we have that x E B provided that xE E B 
for all j, 1 < j < i, . B is then called an excellent base for 12. 02 will be called 
B-excellent if there exists an excellent base B for 02 such that whenever 
6, , b, , and 6, are elements of B with (b, , 6s) and (b, , bs) E B then (b, , ba) E B. 
Remark 1. If Q! is B-excellent then it follows from the assumption that B 
is an excellent base that if (bil ,..., bi ) is an element of B and (bi, , bj) is an 
element of B, so that in particular ir <” & < ... < i, < j, then (bil ,..., bin , bj) 
is an element of B. 
Remark 2. Suppose B is an excellent base for ~2. Then often a simple 
renumbering of B will yield a base B’ such that @is B’-excellent. 
Remark 3. If R is a complete intersection or if the Koszul complex for R 
has trivial products, then it is clear that the Koszul complex for R is 
B-excellent for every choice of base B. In Section (6) I will give an example 
of a Koszul complex with is not excellent. 
4. Some Massey Type Operations. Let Z(Z) be the submodule of 
cycles in X. We have the usual map ;i : Z(X) -+ H(X). Now let T be any 
set of homogeneous cycles in 2 such that +j(T) which we will denote by B, 
forms a base in H(X). For every k E & let rk be an element of R whose image 
in R/m is k and we assume that ye = 0 and y1 = 1. This defines in an obvious 
way a map 7 : H(X) -+ Z(X) such that +j is the identity on T. If z is any 
cycle we define P=(Z) = G(z) and y=(z) = z so that yT(z) is homologous to 
pr(z). If .zr and za are any two homogeneous cycles we define 
Y&h 9 x2) = (-l)deg(zl)+l YT(4 0 YT(&) 
+ (- l)dea(zl)+s p&z, & zs) 
y&z1 , za) is clearly a boundary and we define yT(zl , zs) to be some homo- 
geneous element such that dy,(z, , a - yr r, z ) (z x2). Now suppose that 
3 3 z2 )..., z, are any rz homogeneous cycles such that yT and yT have been 
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defined on any subset of n - 1 cycles with dyT = yr . Then we define 
inductively, 
n-1 
Y&l ,...v x,) = C (-l)C:=~deg(zj)+i~T(~l ,..., zi) @ yr(xi+i ,..., z,) 
i=l 
It is easily checked by induction that yr(x, ,..., z,) is a cycle, and if it is a 
boundary we define yT(.z, ,..., z,) to be some homogeneous element such that 
h-h ,...> 4 = Y&h ,.-*> 4. 
DEFINITION. If for all integers n, yT is defined on all n-tuples of homo- 
geneous cycles then we say that B = +j( T) is nice. 
EXAMPLES. Examples of Koszul complexes with nice bases occur when 
(1) R is a complete intersection, (2) X has trivial Massey operations, (3) 
dim(r&z2) = 3, or more generally Hi(X) is trivial for i > 3. 
The conditions that we shall hypothesize on the Koszul Complex may now 
be stated as follows: there exists a base B for which H(X) is B-excellent and 
such that B is nice. 
Let B = q(T) b e a nice base for H(X). We will first give a new proof of 
Theorem 1 which will display the y’s that occur more explicitly. Let 
Ti = (Tli,..., Tj*} be the subset of T of elements of degree i. As in Section 2, 
we suppose that z&‘,..., ~2:’ is a base for Ei. We define a map 
q* : Hi(Z) -+ Ed+1 as follows: 
For all i and j, we define di(uji) = Tj-‘. For any i, j, k, and / we define 
y(uji, z@) = q*(ij(du$i) @ qd(zQ)). Now suppose that x = x1 @ ... @J x, is 
a U-Basic element of weight > 2. We define, inductively, 
d(x) = d(x, @ ... @ x,& @ x, 
+ t-11 deg(z,)+...+deg(s,~,) x1 0 . . . 0 x,-2 0 y(x,-l , x,) 
+ y&% ,..., dx,). (1) 
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Whereas if x is K-basic we define 
d(x)=d(x,)~x,~...~x,+(-l)des”~X1~d(Xa~”’~X,). (2) 
It is immediately seen that Eq. (1) is equivalent to 
d(x) = f YT(dX1 )...) dXi) @ xi+l @ ... ox, 
i=l 
n-1 
+ c (__ 1 +degh,) x 
10...Oxi-l0y(xi,xi+,>oxi+zO...Ox, 
i=l 
(3) 
It is easily checked by induction that da = 0. Moreover, since d then clearly 
satisfies properties (1-5) in the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain from the remark 
following Lemma 5 that d is exact. 
Now if B = ;j( T), then we have that B = q(T) where T corresponds, in 
the obvious fashion, to T as B corresponds to B. We assume that B = q(T) 
is nice. 
LEMMA 7l. Let x = x1 @ ... @ x, be a U-basic element of weight n > 2. 
Then we can jind elements yT(x) such that the following properties are satisfied: 
(1) yT(x) is a suitable choice for YT(dxl ,..., dx,), i.e. dyT(x) = 
y#x, ,..., dx,) 
(2) Y&4 6 T?Gf- 
(3) Suppose (x~)~=,,~ are distinct U-basic elements of the same weight 
and the same degree. Then for any set (ri E R},,l (, ;f there exists a cylce x 
such that cbl riyT(xi) + z E $, we have that czCl yiyT(xi) E g2, or equiv- 
alently, z E m2. 
Proof. We note first that if n = 2, then since pT(dxl @ dx,) is contained 
in m2,X by the definition of B, we have that yT(dx, , dx,) E m2X so that by 
the injectivity of d : ,X/r&C ---f r&C/m2X (see Serre [2], p. IV-50), 
YT(dxI , dx,) E mX. Thus for n = 2 properties (1) and (2) are satisfied. We 
proceed by induction on n assuming that 
A. &x) has been defined for all x of weight > 2 and < n such that 
properties (l-3) are satisfied. (For n = 2, this condition is of course vacuous.) 
B. We can find Ye for all x of weight n such that properties (1) and (2) 
are satisfied. 
1 In my original manuscript lemma (7) merely asserted that 7~ E mZ. The proof 
was short and wrong. The referee pointed out the error and I supplied the new proof. 
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We wish to find first, for all x of weight n, YT(x) such that properties (I), (2) 
and (3) are satisfied. 
Let P denote the set of all U-basic elements of weight n and of the same 
(fixed) degree. P being a finite set there certainly exists some total linear 
ordering on it which we choose in an arbitrary manner. Thus we can write 
P = {xl,..., x”} where for all i, xi = xii @ ... @ x,” with xii some U-basic 
element of weight 1. Let s be any integer < t and let us assume that we have 
defined yT(xi) for 1 < i < s such that the following properties are satisfied. 
(1’) 444 = YTW 
(2’) YT(4 E rnz 
(3’) If XL1 rirT(xi) + z E m2 for yi E R and .z a cycle, then z E m2. 
We wish to find YT(F+~) such that the above three properties are satisfied 
with s replaced by s + I. We observe first of all that, since by our inductive 
hypothesis (B) there exists a YT(Y+~) E m,X such that properties (1’) and (2’) 
are satisfied, then from the injectivity of d : ,X/@C -+ g.%“/$X we have 
that for any choice of YT(x~+~) for which property (1’) is satisfied, property 
(2’) is automatically satisfied. We thus first choose yT(xS+l) in an arbitrary 
way so that (1’) is satisfied and we assume that we have an equation of the 
form 
s+1 
g rir~(xi) + z E m* for ri E R and z a cycle. 
If rs+1 E m, then since yT(xS+l) E m we obtain that alar r&xi) + z E m2 and 
so by our inductive hypothesis (3’), we obtain z E ~2. Suppose then that 
rscl 4 m so that we can assume thar Y,+~ = 1. Since the choice of ~f(@+l) is 
arbitrary up to a cycle, we can with a change of notation assume that we have 
the equation 
i r&xi) + y~(x~+l)~ m2. (*I) 
i=l 
yT(xs+l) has now been firmly chosen and will remain fixed and we wish to 
show that (3’) is now satisfied with s replaced by s + 1. Suppose then that we 
have 
s+1 
,F; Yi'YTw) + 2' E m2 with ri’ E R and x’ a cycle. (*a 
Arguing as above we can assume that ri+t = 1. Subtracting equation (*2) 
from equation (*I) we obtain that 
gl (ri - ri')y~(xO - z' E m2. 
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By our inductive hypothesis (3’) we obtain that z’ E $. This completes the 
inductive proof that yT(x) can be chosen for all x of weight n such that 
properties (l-3) are satisfied, i.e. inductive hypothesis (A) is satisfied with n 
replaced by n + 1. 
To now complete the proof of the lemma we need to show that if x is 
U-Basic of weight n + 1 we can find YT(x) so that properties (1) and (2) are 
satisfied. Having defined yT(x) for all U-basic elements of weight n, we have 
in effect defined y& ,..., ,Q for all n-tuples (or ,..., z,) of elements of T. 
If xr )..., z, are any n-cycles we can define YT(~~(z~),...,P~(z~)) by multi- 
linearity and we immediately check that 
Now let x = xi @ .*. @ x,+i be a U-basic element of weight 12 + 1. Then 
YT(dx, ,**-> d~,+~) = jJ (-I)x:=ldeg(zj)+i y~(dx~ ,..., dxJ @ y~(dx~+~ ,..., dx,,,) 
i=l 
Now 
gl (-l)C:=ldeg(zj)+i rT(dx, ,..., dxi) @ yT(dxi+, ,..., dx,,,) 
is clearly in g2, whereas by the multilinearity of yT just described we have 
that 
‘fl (-l)C:~ldeg(z~)+‘+l yT(dxl ,..., dxivl , fT(dxi @ dxi+l),..., dx,,,) 
= g rmw); 
where for 1 < i < S, ri E R and xi is some U-basic element of weight EL 
Thus we have that x,bi riyT(x6) - yT(x) E $. But y&c) is a cycle, so by our 
inductive hypothesis (A), we obtain yT(x) E m2. Thus by the injectivity of 
d : 3?ImK -+ &flm2S, yT(x) E m. This proves that inductive hypothesis (B) 
is satisfied with n replaced by 71 + 1 and thus completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
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Conjecture. Let zr ,..., z, be elements of rlr’ such that for some i, 
1 <i<n-1, .z~@x~+~ is not a boundary. Then yT(zl ,..., z,J can be 
chosen to be 0. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that B is nice. Let d be the dz#eerentiation on S? @ T(E) 
given by equations (1) and (2) with respect to the nice base B. Let d and 7 be the 
maps induced on X @ _T(E)/mX @ r(E). Then if x = x1 @ ... @ x, 
is K-basic, 
d(x) = (-l)deg’l x1 @ d(x, @ ..* @ x,) (4) 
whereas if x = x1 @ ... @ x, is U-basic, 
n-1 
d(x) = c (- I)C~~:deg(zJ x1 @ . * * @ xiel @ jT(Xi , xi+l) @ - *. @ x, (5) 
i=l 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Eq. (2) and (3) and the 
previous lemma. 
Remark. We will now drop the assumption that B is nice and assume only 
that Eq. (4) and (5) are satisfied. We will assume furthermore that X is 
B-excellent. 
Notation. The elements of T n T will be called the primary elements of T 
Then every element of T is the tensor product of primary elements. Now the 
ordering of T induces an ordering of T n T which with this induced ordering 
we will write as TI ,..., T, . Every element of T = T’, @ ... @ Ti, with 
ij < ik for j < k. We will denote such an element by Tt,,,...,i,) . Then if 
To *,“., r8j is another element we have that Tlil ,..., Q < Tc,~ ,..., Jo 0 
(i, ,..., b> < (j p1 ,...,jJ with the lexicographic ordering. For every element 
T(i,,...,i,, in T we define u(~~,...,~,) to be the basis element of E such that 
4uci 1 ,..., i,,> = T(il ,..., iT) . This induces an ordering on a base of E which 
we shall call the distmguished base. ur ,..., U, will be called the primary 
elements of this base. We wish to define theP and p as in Section (2) so that 
CT=Offi @ p is a finitely generated ideal of X@_T(E)/m X@_T(E). 
LEMMA 8. It sufices to find a homogeneous subspace F of T(E)/mT(E)such 
that (1) H is injective on F, (2) d(_T(E)/_mT(E)) C d’(F), and (3) F @ d(F) isa 
Fnitely generated ideal of T(E)/m_T(E). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Eq. (4). 
Thus it remains to define F. Changing notation we let E denote E/BE, 
_T(E) denote _T(E)/m_T(E), and we let u~...,Q. denote the image of u(~~,...,Q 
in E/FE. Suppose now that x = x1 @ x2 is a basrc element of T(E) of werght 2. 
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x will be called a bad element if x1 = ui is a primary element and xa is some 
%,.....i,) such that Y+..+ is also a distinguished base element of E. In 
particularj must be >i, . If x = xi @ ... @ x, is a basic element of weight n 
(possibly equal to l), then x will be called good provided (1) each xi is primary, 
and (2) there does not exist a j, 1 < j < n - 1, such that xj &) x~+~ is bad. 
x will be called bad, if xi @ ... @ x,-i is good and x,-i @ x, is a bad 
element (of weight 2). x will be called semi-good if (1) x1 @) ... @ x,-i is 
good (2) X, is not a primary element, and (3) x is not bad, i.e. x,-i @ x, is 
not bad; or if n = 1 and X, is not a primary element. We now define induc- 
tively the following subspace of T(E): 
Ei = E @ E @ ... @ E i-times 
F, = submodule of Ei generated by the bad elements 
Gi = submodule of Ei generated by the good elements 
Hi = submodule of Ei generated by the semi-good elements: 
F(i) = (F(i - 1) 0 E) @ (Fi-, @I E), where F(1) = 0, 
H(i) = (H(i - 1 @ E) @ (Hi-, 0 E), where H(1) = 0. 
LEMMA 9. (a) Gi 0 E = Fi+l 0 G+, 0 Hi+, , 
(b) Ei = Fi @I Gi @ Hi @F(i) @ H(i). 
Proof. Obvious. 
LEMMA 10. For all i > 2, dim(F(i)) = dim(H(i - 1)). 
Proof. d is clearly an isomorphism from F2 onto HI . Then since H(Y) is 
B-excellent we obtain from Remark 1 following the definition of this property 
that this 1 - 1 correspondence extends to a 1 - 1 correspondence between 
Fi and Hdel which clearly extends to a 1 - 1 correspondence between F(i) 
and H(i - 1). 
LEMMA 11. d(Ei) C F,wml 0 F(i - 1) @j’ H,el @ H(i - 1). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma (9) and Eq. (5). 
LEMMA 12. d(Fi @F(i)) + (Fi-, @ F(i - 1)) 2 H,-1 @ H(i - 1). 
Proof. Below. 
COROLLARY 1. d is injective on Fi @F(i) and 
d{Fi @F(i)) n Fi-, @ F(i - 1) = 0. 
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 10 and the fact that 
(F&, @F(i - 1)) n (Hi-, @ H(i - 1)) = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. d(E(i)) = d(Fi @F(i)). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 11, Corollary 1 and the fact that ;E2 = 0. 
Proof of Lemma 12. 
A. It suffices by induction to show that L.H.S. contains Hi-., . For 
suppose x is a basic element of F(i), say x = xi @ ... @ xi with each xi a 
distinguished base element of E. x1 @ ... @ xi-i is then either an element of 
F(i - 1) or of F,-, . By Eq. (5) d(x) = Ct(xi @ ... @ ziPI) @ xi + xi @ ... 
@ xi-s @ p(xi-, , xi). Now if x1 @ ... @ xi-i EF(E’ - l), then xi @ ..* 
@ xi-a @ 7(x6-i , xi) is clearly contained in F(i - 1). If on the other hand 
x1 @ ... @ xiP1 is an element of F<-, , then since H(X) is B-excellent 
x1 @ ... @ xi-2 @ jqx,-1 ) xi) is contained either in Fipl or Hi-l . Thus in 
all cases we obtain that Z(x, @ ... @ xi-J @ xi is contained in L.H.S., 
which proves by induction that H(i - 1) is contained in L.H.S. 
B. In order to prove that the hypothesis of (A) is satisfied we need to 
modify the ordering on the distinguished base of E. Suppose u(~~,...,~,) and 
%.ij j) 1. ..I r. 1’ . . . . d are two distinguished elements then we define u(~~,...,~,) 
to be >*(i, ,..., i,,jl ,.... i,) which is the reverse of what we had. Otherwise, the 
ordering stays the same. This modified ordering is clearly still linear. The 
modification is introduced so that the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose x1 @ x2 is a basic element of weight 2, which is not 
bad. Then 7(x1 @ XJ is a linear sum of elements of the form r(y @ x) where 
y @ z is a basic bad element of weight 2 and either z < x2 OY z = x2 andy < x1 . 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the definitions. 
With respect to this new ordering on the distinguished elements of E, we 
order the basic elements of Fi @F(i) with the induced lexicographic ordering 
of& starting from the right. i.e., if x = xi @ ... @ xi and y = yi @ .m. @yi 
are two basic elements then x < y 9 there exists a j such that xi < yj and 
for k > j, xk = yk . We then prove the following: 
LEMMA 14. Suppose x = x1 @ ... @ xi is a basic element in Fi OY F(i). 
Thenforallj, 1 ~j~i,x~~..~~~~-~~y(x~,x~+~)~...~x~isin 
F,-l 0 F(i - 1) + a(W) w h ere W consists of the subspace spanned by all basic 
elements of Fi @F(i) which are <x. 
Proof of Lemma 14. We proceed by induction on the order of x. Suppose 
first that x SF% . We will use the inductive hypothesis to show that for 
j < i - 1, the conclusion of the lemma holds. Then since x E W the result 
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will hold for j = i - 1 by the definition of d(x). So suppose j < i - 1. 
Then xj @ xj+r is not bad. Thus by Lemma 13, T(xj , xj+J is a linear sum of 
certain ~(y, , zk) where yk @ xk is a bad element of weight 2 and 
Yk 8 xk < xi 8 xi+~. Thus applying the inductive hypothesis to every 
Xl 0 x2 0 ... @ xj-r @ yk @ xk @ xifl @ ..* @ xi, we have that 
Xl 0 ... 0 xj-1 0 jqy, > Zk) 0 xj+z 0 ... @ xi is contained in L.H.S. and 
and so x1 @ ..’ @ xj-r @ y(xj, xj+i) @ ... @ xi is contained in L.H.S. 
This completes the proof for x EF~ . Suppose now for some k < i, 
x1 @ ... 8 xI; EF~ so that xk-i @ xk is a bad element of weight 2. Then for 
j > h, WC clearly have that 
x1 @ ... @ xjwl @ Y(Xj ) xj+1) @ ... @ xi EF(i - 1). 
If j < k - 1 the result follows as in the case x EF, . Consider now the case 
j = k. There are two possibilities. 
(1) Xk 0 %+1 is not bad. Then we obtain the results as above by using 
Lemma 13. 
(2) xk @ ++I is bad. In that case since H(K) is B-excellent, we have 
that xk-r @ p(xk , xk+J is bad so that x1 @ ... @ x&._r @ y(xk , xk+r) @ *** 
@x~EF,-~@F(~-~)+~(W), h’h w ic completes the proof of Lemma 14. 
To now show that the hypotheses of (A) are satisfied so as to complete the 
proof of Lemma 12, simply apply Lemma 14 to the case x E Fi and j = i - 1. 
THEOREM 3. Assuming that equations (4) and (5) ho2d and that H(X) is 
B-excellent, then P,(k) is a rational function. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 8 to F = ufr (F(i) @ FJ. Then by Corollary 1 
to Lemma 12, d is injective on F, and by Corollary 2 to Lemma 12, 
d((_T(E)) C d(F). Furthermore, if H denotes Uy=, (Hi @ H(i)) we obtain 
from Lemma 12 that F @ d(F) = F @ H. Now F 0 H is immediately 
seen to be the (two-sided) ideal generated by the bad elements of weight 
2 and the distinguished base elements of E which are not primary. 
6. (Some Examples). 
EXAMPLE 1. If R = S/_b is a complete intersection with _b minimally 
generated by d elements then R/m OR X OR r(E)/@, with a as in Theorem 3, 
has a structure of a “polynomial ring” in d-variables {x1 ,..., xd} with 
coefficients in ,X/mX and such that multiplication of the variables is given by 
the relations xixj = 0 for i > j. Thus a typical monomial in the ring is of the 
form c ndr x”@) where c E ,X/r&‘- and a(i) is some integer 30 for all i. z 2 
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~~~~~~~ 2. Let R = &xl ,..., x,]] for n > 3. Let _b = (x1” ,..., x:J 
and let _a = (x12, x22 ,..., x:-l , x1x2 ... x,). Let S = R/g. We will show that S 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Let X’ denote the Koszul complex 
for R and y = R/g @a X that for S. Let er ,..., e, E Kr be such that 
&(eJ = xi . Then a base for Hl(%) is given by the images in P(T) of 
Al1 = xie, , A,1 = x,e, ,..., A:z-, = x+,e,-, and B,l = x1 ... x,-,e, . Now 
for 1 < i < n define the set 
Ai = Ali,..., Ai,el 
I (i) 
to be the set of all elements of the form xjl ..* xjieil @ ’ * * @ eii with 
j, < ja < ... < ji and let 
be the set of all elements of the form x1 ... x,-rej, @ ..- @ ejiml @ e, with 
il < i2 < ... < ji-i . It is clear that such elements are cycles and we will 
show that the image of Ai u Bi in Hi(g) forms a base for Hi(y). Notice 
that the image of Ai in Hi(R/_b OR X) . is a b ase. We show first that the image 
of Ai u B’ in Hi(s) is a linearly independent set. So suppose we have an 
equation of the form 
(1) 
with C+ , & E k, v E Kit1 and x E gKi. We have to show that 01~ E m and pj E m 
for all j. Applying di to the above equation we obtain 
2 aj d(Aji) + c & d(Bji) + dw = 0. 
i i 
Now dw E _m_aKi-l and it is clear that d(A,i) E m&-l. Furthermore it is 
easily seen that the images of d(Bji) E #-l/m&-l is a linearly independent 
set. Thus reading the equation Cj orjd(Aji) + Cj &d(Bji) + dw = 0 in 
aKi-l/m_aKi-l we obtain & E m for all j. Thus upon changing v if necessary 
Eq. (1) becomes 
c ajAji + d(v) + w = 0. (2) 
j 
If not all the o~j were in m then Eq. (2) states that there exists some A E Ki 
whose image in Hi(R/_b @a X) is not equal to 0 but whose image 
in Hi(R/g OR ,X) is equal to 0, and we will show that this is impossible. 
Suppose then that A is such an element. Then we have that A = d(z) + 
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(Xl ... x,-~x,) w + v for some x E Ki+l, w E Ki and v E _bKi. Now d(A) is by 
assumption in _bKi-’ so since dv E _bKi-’ we obtain x,(x1 ... x,-J dw E _bK+‘. 
Now x, is R/&regular so that x1 ... x,-~ dw E _bKi-l. Letting now 
z’=x-xxl.~.x,-l n e @ w we obtain that A = d(x’) + v’ with v’ E _bKi-’ contra- 
dicting the assumption that A is not a boundary in R/_b OR X. This completes 
the proof that the images of Ai and Bi in Hi(s) form a linearly independent 
set and it remains to show that they generate W(y). So suppose T E Ki is 
such that dT E gKi-l. Then d(T) = x1 ... x,w + v with v E _bKi-l. Thus 
x,(x1 ... x,-~ dw) + dv = 0. Since x, is R/&regular we have that 
Xl ... x,_~ dw E bKi-l. Thus d(T - x1 ... x,-,e, @ w) E _6Ki-l and so 
T - x1 ... x,-,& @ w is homologous in R/_b OR X and so certainly in 3 
to some linear combination of elements in Bi. On the other hand 
Xl ... x,-,e, @ w is clearly equal in R/g OR .X to some linear combination 
of elements in P. This gives that T is homologous in A? to some linear 
combination of elements in Ai u Bi. Now it is clear that the image in 
H(s) of u$ (Ai u Bi) is a base B whose derived base B is just B. H(s) 
is then clearly B-excellent. Furthermore B is clearly a nice base and so we 
we can apply theorem (3) to obtain after an easy calculation that, 
P,(k) = (1 + 2)” 
1 - EIZZ - E2Z3 - ... - +z”+1 + y (-l)j (” ; ‘) .yzj 
j=2 
where c1 denotes the dimension of Hi(K) and for n 3 2, ci denotes 
dim(W(if)) - dim(P(R/b OR K)). In particular if n = 3 we obtain 
P,(k) = (1 + 4” (1 +x>” = 1 - 322 - 3x3 - 24 + .h 1 - 3x2 - 323 
EXAMPLE 3. I want to finally give an example of a Koszul complex which 
is not excellent. Let R = k[[x, y, ,z]]/- a w h ere _a is the ideal generated by 
x2, y2, x2, and xyz. Then if e, , e2 , and e3 are such that d(e,) = x, d(e,) = y 
and d(e,) = x, the cycles Tl = xe, , T, = ye, and T3 = ze3 are such that 
T, @ T, , Tl @ T3 , and T2 @I T3 are linearly independent in the homology 
complex but Tl @ T2 @ T3 = 0. 
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